Legal engines:
4-stroke piston engines and turbines up to a total output of 2250 hp are
authorized.
Piston engines are divided into the following groups:
Type A: Naturally aspirated over 7.7 liters capacity with restrictor
Type B: motors with mechanical supercharging
Type C: engines with turbochargers
Type D: Naturally aspirated under 7.7 liters and max. 7500 1 / min (car engines)
Type E: V8 engines with Roots blower and max. 7500 1 / min (car engines or
Replicas thereof)
Type F: naturally aspirated engines below 30 liters capacity without restrictor
Intercooling and the injection of fluids prior to or Turbo mechanical charger
(except Roots fan) is only allowed in diesel engines
Limits Type A, B & C:
For the motors of the type A, B and C restrictors are used.
All air to the engine must be drawn through these restrictors. Restrictors must be
placed in front of air intake
Possibly Inappropriate emergency stop mechanisms and dampers have to be
infront of restrictors
(Example of restrictor type C)
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For engines of the type A & B per tractor either one (1) Restrictor:
Dimension Z: 159 mm Dimension Y: 120 mm Dimension X: 164 mm
Or per tractor two (2) restrictors:
Dimension Z: 127 mm Dimension Y: 88 mm Dimension X: 132 mm
For engines of the type C per tractor either one (1) Restrictor:
Dimension Z: 141 mm Dimension Y: 102 mm Dimension X: 146 mm
Or per tractor two (2) restrictors:
Dimension Z: 115 mm Dimension Y: 76 mm Dimension X: 120 mm
Limits for motors Type D:
Maximum total displacement of 23100 cc per tractor

Limits for motors Type E:
Two (2) motors with 8-71er compressor (Roots blower), Helix standard with a
maximum override of 15%
One (1) engine with a maximum 8400ccm, 14-71er compressor (Roots blower),
with a maximum override of the loader drive of 50% and the use of a so-called
"Bird Catcher Scoops" (maximum 3 x 111mm throttle).
Limits for motors Type F:
A maximum of one (1) Engine
(Larger motors or other compressors falls under Type B)
Legal tire sizes:
Max. 30.5 inches x 32 inches Max. 710/70 x 38 inches

